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Matrix-geometric Solutions in Stochastic Models
1994-01-01

topics include matrix geometric invariant vectors buffer models queues
in a random environment and more

Stability & Periodic Solutions of Ordinary &
Functional Differential Equations
2005-06-03

this book s discussion of a broad class of differential equations will
appeal to professionals as well as graduate students beginning with
the structure of the solution space and the stability and periodic
properties of linear ordinary and volterra differential equations the
text proceeds to an extensive collection of applied problems the
background for and application to differential equations of the fixed
point theorems of banach brouwer browder horn schauder and tychonov



are examined in addition to those of the asymptotic fixed point
theorems the text concludes with a unified presentation of the basic
stability and periodicity theory for nonlinear ordinary and functional
differential equations

Elementary Real and Complex Analysis
1996-01-01

excellent undergraduate level text offers coverage of real numbers
sets metric spaces limits continuous functions much more each chapter
contains a problem set with hints and answers 1973 edition

Theory of Matrix Structural Analysis
1985-01-01

this classic text begins with an overview of matrix methods and their
application to the structural design of modern aircraft and aerospace
vehicles subsequent chapters cover basic equations of elasticity



energy theorems structural idealization a comparison of force and
displacement methods analysis of substructures structural synthesis
nonlinear structural analysis and other topics 1968 edition

Numerical Solution of Partial Differential
Equations by the Finite Element Method
2012-05-23

an accessible introduction to the finite element method for solving
numeric problems this volume offers the keys to an important technique
in computational mathematics suitable for advanced undergraduate and
graduate courses it outlines clear connections with applications and
considers numerous examples from a variety of science and engineering
related specialties this text encompasses all varieties of the basic
linear partial differential equations including elliptic parabolic and
hyperbolic problems as well as stationary and time dependent problems
additional topics include finite element methods for integral
equations an introduction to nonlinear problems and considerations of
unique developments of finite element techniques related to parabolic



problems including methods for automatic time step control the
relevant mathematics are expressed in non technical terms whenever
possible in the interests of keeping the treatment accessible to a
majority of students

Introduction to Analysis
2012-05-04

written for junior and senior undergraduates this remarkably clear and
accessible treatment covers set theory the real number system metric
spaces continuous functions riemann integration multiple integrals and
more 1968 edition

Elementary Chemical Reactor Analysis
1999-01-01

among the best primers on chemical reactor analysis thorough easy to
follow guide features simple examples and coherent explanations of



stoichiometry thermochemistry and chemical equilibrium basic reactor
types transient rate of reactors and more preface appendix index 1989
edition

Elements of Real Analysis
1987-01-01

classic text explores intermediate steps between basics of calculus
and ultimate stage of mathematics abstraction and generalization
covers fundamental concepts real number system point sets functions of
a real variable fourier series more over 500 exercises

Introduction to Modern Optics
1989-01-01

this incisive text provides a basic undergraduate level course in
modern optics for students in physics technology and engineering the
first half of the book deals with classical physical optics the second



principally with the quantum nature of light chapters 1 and 2 treat
the propagation of light waves including the concepts of phase and
group velocities and the vectorial nature of light chapter 3 applies
the concepts of partial coherence and coherence length to the study of
interference and chapter 4 takes up multiple beam interference and
includes fabry perot interferometry and multilayer film theory
diffraction and holography are the subjects of chapter 5 and the
propagation of light in material media including crystal and nonlinear
optics are central to chapter 6 chapters 7 and 8 introduce the quantum
theory of light and elementary optical spectra and chapter 9 explores
the theory of light amplification and lasers chapter 10 briefly
outlines ray optics in order to introduce students to the matrix
method for treating optical systems and to apply the ray matrix to the
study of laser resonators many applications of the laser to the study
of optics are integrated throughout the text the author assumes
students have had an intermediate course in electricity and magnetism
and some advanced mathematics beyond calculus for classroom use a list
of problems is included at the end of each chapter with selected
answers at the end of the book



Foundations of Modern Analysis
1982-01-01

measure and integration metric spaces the elements of functional
analysis in banach spaces and spectral theory in hilbert spaces all in
a single study only book of its kind unusual topics detailed analyses
problems excellent for first year graduate students almost any course
on modern analysis preface bibliography index

A First Course in Numerical Analysis
2001-01-01

outstanding text oriented toward computer solutions stresses errors in
methods and computational efficiency problems some strictly
mathematical others requiring a computer appear at the end of each
chapter



Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Statistics
1998-01-01

a coherent well organized look at the basis of quantum statistics
computational methods the determination of the mean values of
occupation numbers the foundations of the statistics of photons and
material particles thermodynamics

Vector and Tensor Analysis with Applications
1968-01-01

concise readable text ranges from definition of vectors and discussion
of algebraic operations on vectors to the concept of tensor and
algebraic operations on tensors worked out problems and solutions 1968
edition



Lecture Notes on Applied Analysis
2009

整数論は数学の女王である とガウスは言った 人間の日常生活にもなじみ深い整数が織りなす深遠な世界 整数論は古来多くの数学者たちが惹きつけられ
さまざまな発見や予想が積み重ねられてきた分野である 本書は20世紀を代表する数学者が整数論の初歩について行った講義をまとめたもので フェルマー
オイラー ガウスらが発見 証明した基本事項を現代的なアプローチで解説 古くて新しい整数論の入門として最適の一冊

初学者のための整数論
2010-09

concise treatment focuses on theory of shift operators toeplitz
operators and hardy classes of vector and operator valued functions
topics include general theory of shift operators on a hilbert space
use of lifting theorem to give a unified treatment of interpolation
theorems of the pick nevanlinna and loewner types more appendix
bibliography 1985 edition



Hardy Classes and Operator Theory
1997-01-01

well written introduction covers the elements of the theory of
probability from two or more random variables the reliability of such
multivariable structures the theory of random function monte carlo
methods of treating problems incapable of exact solution and more no
previous knowledge of the subject necessary numerous examples
illustrative figures

Probabilistic Theory of Structures
1999-01-01

concise text designed for one semester course covers classical maxwell
boltzmann planck statistics and two quantum statistics physical
applications useful problems 1971 edition



Statistical Physics for Students of Science and
Engineering
1995-01-01

topics covered include differential equations of the 1st order the
riccati equation and existence theorems 2nd order equations elliptic
integrals and functions nonlinear mechanics nonlinear integral
equations more includes 137 problems

Introduction to Nonlinear Differential and
Integral Equations
1962-01-01

a brilliant monograph directed to graduate and advanced undergraduate
students on the theory of boundary value problems for analytic
functions and its applications to the solution of singular integral
equations with cauchy and hilbert kernels with exercises



Boundary Value Problems
1990-01-01

as the author notes in the preface the purpose of this book is to
acquaint a broad spectrum of students with what is today known as
abstract algebra written for a one semester course this self contained
text includes numerous examples designed to base the definitions and
theorems on experience to illustrate the theory with concrete examples
in familiar contexts and to give the student extensive computational
practice the first three chapters progress in a relatively leisurely
fashion and include abundant detail to make them as comprehensible as
possible chapter one provides a short course in sets and numbers for
students lacking those prerequisites rendering the book largely self
contained while chapters four and five are more challenging they are
well within the reach of the serious student the exercises have been
carefully chosen for maximum usefulness some are formal and
manipulative illustrating the theory and helping to develop
computational skills others constitute an integral part of the theory
by asking the student to supply proofs or parts of proofs omitted from



the text still others stretch mathematical imaginations by calling for
both conjectures and proofs taken together text and exercises comprise
an excellent introduction to the power and elegance of abstract
algebra now available in this inexpensive edition the book is
accessible to a wide range of students who will find it an
exceptionally valuable resource unabridged corrected dover 1989
republication of the edition published by allyn and bacon boston 1969

An Introduction to Algebraic Structures
1989-01-01

definitive clearly written and well illustrated volume addresses all
aspects of the subject from the historical development of
understanding metal fatigue to vital concepts of the cyclic stress
that causes a crack to grow examines effect of stress concentrations
on notches theories of fatigue crack propagation and many other topics
seven appendixes describe laboratory fatigue testing stress
concentrations material stress strain relationships and more
invaluable text for students of engineering design and metallurgy



Metal Fatigue
1999-01-01

zoologist provides a quantitative baseline for comparative zoology and
demonstrates the value of allometric correlations as an analytical
tool new introduction references

Size, Function, and Life History
1996-01-01

nobel prize winning physicist describes ground breaking researches in
light and optics including famed experiment that confirmed the speed
of light as a fundamental physical constant also work with
interferometer measurement of light waves astronomical applications
much more accessible to layman 92 figures 3 color illustrations 1962
edition



Studies in Optics
1995-01-01

over 1 000 clear concise definitions of statistical terms with
explanations also formulas covering grouped and ungrouped data finite
populations probability other topics

Dictionary/outline of Basic Statistics
1991-01-01

approximately 1 000 problems with answers and solutions included at
the back of the book illustrate such topics as random events random
variables limit theorems markov processes and much more

Problems in Probability Theory, Mathematical



Statistics and Theory of Random Functions
1978-01-01

acclaimed text on engineering math for graduate students covers theory
of complex variables cauchy riemann equations fourier and laplace
transform theory z transform and much more many excellent problems

Complex Variables and the Laplace Transform for
Engineers
2012-04-26

the basic and characteristic properties of linear differential
operators are explored in this graduate level text no specific
knowledge beyond the usual introductory courses is necessary includes
350 problems and solution



Linear Differential Operators
1997-01-01

standard reference provides full compact descriptions of fungal
pathogens and diseases they cause alphabetically arranged with copious
references to the literature nearly 9000 in all also an excellent
appendix of host plants their major and minor pathogens selected
references list of common and botanical names of host plants and two
indexes of fungi

Fungus Diseases of Tropical Crops
1995-01-01

eminently readable and completely elementary this treatment begins
with linear spaces and ends with analytic geometry additional topics
include multilinear forms tensors linear transformation eigenvectors
and eigenvalues matrix polynomials and more more than 250 carefully
chosen problems appear throughout the book most with hints and answers



1972 edition

An Introduction to Linear Algebra and Tensors
1972-01-01

first completely geometric approach to relativity theory based on
space time geometries of loedel and brehme simplest approach to
difficult concepts problems bibliography

Special Relativity
1988-01-01

this is an essential book for students and academicians alike in
addition to discussing theory topics include the connection between
stresses and strains in an isotropic elastic body the geometry of
strain and much more deductions are explained in the simplest most
intuitive manner for wide accessibility 1953 edition



Foundations of the Nonlinear Theory of
Elasticity
1999-01-01

key features include an elementary introduction to probability
distribution functions and uncertainty a review of the concept and
significance of energy and various models of physical systems 1968
edition

Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics
2000-01-01

a comprehensive survey of the methods and theories of linear
elasticity this three part introductory treatment covers general
theory two dimensional elasticity and three dimensional elasticity
ideal text for a two course sequence on elasticity 1984 edition



Elasticity
2012-04-26

designed to introduce students to the theory and applications of
differential equations and to help them formulate scientific problems
in terms of such equations this undergraduate level text emphasizes
applications to problems in biology economics engineering and physics
this edition also includes material on discontinuous solutions riccati
and euler equations and linear difference equations

Modern Elementary Differential Equations
1995-01-01

nobel prizewinner s account of experiments he and colleagues carried
out on antigens and serological reactions with simple compounds
exceptionally broad coverage of basic immunology extensive
bibliography



The Specificity of Serological Reactions
2013-09-25

pioneering book presents basic theory experimental methods and results
and solution of boundary value problems topics include creep stress
and strain deformation analyses multiple integral representation of
nonlinear creep and relaxation and much more appendices bibliography

Creep and Relaxation of Nonlinear Viscoelastic
Materials
1989-01-01

sixth edition 1928 of the 19th century classic covers differential
equations of the 1st order general linear equations with constant
coefficients integration in series much more over 800 examples



A Treatise on Differential Equations
1996-01-01

an extremely practical overview of v stol vertical short takeoff and
landing aerodynamics this volume offers a presentation of general
theoretical and applied aerodynamic principles covering propeller and
helicopter rotor theory for both the static and forward flight cases
both a text for students and a reference for professionals the book
can be used for advanced undergraduate or graduate courses numerous
detailed figures plus exercises 1967 edition preface appendix index

Aerodynamics of V/STOL Flight
1999-01-01

directed to solid state physicists engineers and graduate level
students a comprehensive treatment of the theory and application of
soft magnets vital in computer and telecommunications technology
topics include ferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism magnetization and



domain structure metallurgy and applications of soft magnetic
materials 227 figures

Magnetism and Metallurgy of Soft Magnetic
Materials
1986-01-01
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